VPD GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS
Integrity I Excellence I Teamwork I Respect

VPD, a VA verified SDVOSB, has been delivering best-in-class solutions to a wide variety
of clients for ten years. VPD is passionate about being a great place to work and
fostering lasting relationships with our clients, our communities, and our employees.

DATA ANALYSIS AND GOVERNANCE

Our Approach
VPD understands that managing and protecting our clients’ data assets will increase their overall
efficiency, accountability, and success. Our team develops data capacity and analytics for decision
making and consults on data visualization in addition to advising on the ethical implementation of
federal data policies and procedures. VPD’s commitment to successful data management enables our
clients to pinpoint areas of concern, make well-informed decisions, and enact necessary changes.

Data Analysis and Governance Capabilities
Provide data harvesting, visualization, analysis, protection, and cataloguing for large amounts of data
and metadata
Leverage R programming, PowerBI, burndown charts, and native client tools to aggregate data and
provide actionable programmatic performance improvement recommendations
Ensure data complies with governmental mandates and regulations

IMPACTFUL RESULTS
Develop

tools, templates, and procedures to improve efficiency and effectiveness in

data security and privacy approval processes, data systems, and applications.
Facilitate several ATO processes annually.
Leverage

R Programming to sort and analyze extreme data sets.

Leverage data visualization techniques to produce dynamic

dashboards.

Collect and assess data related to federal acquisition programs valued in excess of

$560M annually.
Catalog and sort through more than

4,400 procurement actions each with hundreds

of data points to produce accurate dashboard decision-making tools.

Designed and manage the Centralized Funding Tool, linking two large project databases

$49M in projects.
Conduct a quarterly audit of the TRIRIGA database and the 12,366 opportunities that
into one pivot table for client evaluation, with a sum total of

are contained within.
Analyze

12,000 unfunded infrastructure improvement requirements valued at over $1.2B.

For more information email info@vpdgov.com or visit www.vpdgov.com

VPD CAPABILITIES SUMMARY
What We Can Do for You

ABOUT VPD
VPD

Government

Solutions

is
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Small

Business headquartered in metropolitan Washington, D.C. Our Project Management
Professionals,

Agile

Certified

Professionals,

Program

Analysts,

Communication

Specialists, and Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act certified acquisitions
professionals are adept at supporting established and dynamic multi-vendor initiatives
in fast-paced, and dynamic environments.

As trusted advisors to our clients, we first seek to understand their challenges. VPD will
take the time to listen to our clients' needs and evaluate the situation to determine root
causes and desired outcomes and then in a personal and agile manner, we work in
partnership with our clients to build innovative and lasting resource solutions.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CLIENTS

Office of the Chief
Information Officer

CERTIFICATIONS AND AWARDS

ISO 9001:2015 Certified

NEED MORE INFORMATION?

Contact Jim Burkart
Vice President, Growth & Business Development
jburkart@vpdgov.com

For more information email info@vpdgov.com or visit www.vpdgov.com

